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Abstract. In recent years, the breakthrough of deep learning in the field of artificial intelligence algorithms has triggered 
an academic upsurge which attracted more and more researchers. As a multi-layer perceptron, the key to its success lies 
in the local link and weight-sharing method. On the one hand, it reduces the quantity of weights and makes the network 
easier to optimize. On the other hand, it reduces the risk of over-fitting. A weight-sharing network’s structure of the 
convolutional neural network makes it more similar to a biological neural network, which reduces the complexity of the 
network model and quantity of weights. In the processing of image problems, especially recognizing displacement, 
scaling, and other forms of distortion invariant applications, it has better robustness and operation efficiency. First of all, 
this paper reviews the development history of convolutional neural network. Secondly, it introduces the basic structure of 
convolutional neural network, and elaborates its differences from ordinary artificial neural networks in terms of operating 
principles. It also analyzes the details of convolutional neural network’s structural framework which includes 
convolutional layers, subsampling layers, and fully connected layers. Finally, the advantages of convolutional neural 
network in image processing, speech analysis, and other fields are given at last. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Convolutional Neural Network Overview 

The convolutional neural network, also known as CNN, is one of the artificial neural networks. It is a special 
way of image recognition, and a very effective network with forward feedback [1]. The main goal of the CNN is to 
identify two-dimensional graphics. Its network structure is highly invariant to translation, scaling, slanting or other 
forms of deformation. The reason why CNN has these characteristics is that CNN focuses on different kinds of 
features at each level [2]. At first layer which is close to the original image, focused is on the pixel level. And after 
multiple feature extractions, Features such as relational, sequential, or structured types (which is used to be called 
topology) are extracted, and the consistency is close to the object itself. 

The application range of convolutional neural networks is not only limited to the field of image recognition but 
can also be applied in the face recognition [3], text recognition [4] and other directions. 

The Development of Neural Networks 

In 1958, David Hubel [5] and Torsten Weiesel studied the corresponding relationship between the pupil area and 
the cerebral cortex in Johns Hopkins University. They opened a 3 mm hole on the cat's hindbrain bone and inserted 
some electrodes in it to test the activity of the neurons. They showed various shapes and brightness objects in front 
of the eyes of cats at the same time. When showing each object, they also changed the position and angle of it.Six 
days later, the researchers discovered a unique type of neuron and name direction-selective cell. When the pupil 
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captures the edge of the object in the eyes and this edge points in a certain direction, the neuron cells will be active. 
Then the concept of receptive field [6] is put forward. 

In 1984, Japanese scholar Fukushima [7] proposed a neurocognitive machine based on the concept of receptive 
field. The neurocognitive machine can be regarded as the first realization network of the convolutional neural 
network, and it is also the application of the concept of receptive field in the artificial neural network. The 
neurocognitive machine decomposes a visual mode into a few sub features, and then processes it into the 
hierarchical plane of the hierarchical necklace. It tries to model the visual system, enabling it to recognize even 
when the object is moving or slightly deforming. Usually, the neurocognitive machine contains two neurons, that is, 
the S-element that bear the feature extraction and the anti-deformation C-element. There are two important 
parameters in the S-element, namely receptive field and threshold parameter, the receptive field determines the 
number of input connections, and the threshold controls the reaction degree of the sub features. Each visual fuzzy 
quantity brought by C-element in the receptive field of S-element obviousness normal distribution. Corresponding to 
the actual physiological phenomenon, if the eyes feel the object is moving, that is already feeling single blur and 
ghost image, S-element feelings will adjust the recognition mode, it will not extract all the features to the brain 
completely and will only get some important features to the brain and shield other visual interference. The final 
conclusion is that when the eye sees the moving object, the C-element determines the overall characteristic sensory 
control first, and then extracts the corresponding features from the S-element sensory region. And the discovery of 
neurocognitive science is a reference to the mathematical simulation of the convolutional neural network. 

In recent years, the research of convolutional neural network has made great progress in the field of real time 
application.Gishick et al[8,10]. And Ren et al [9]. have made deep research in the area of object detection based on 
convolutional neural network. R-CNN [8], Fast R-CNN [10] and R-CNN models [9] have been put forward, 
breaking through the bottleneck of real-time application of convolutional neural network. 

THE STRUCTURE OF THE CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK 

The Basic Structure of Convolutional Neural Network 

The early structure of convolutional neural network is relatively simple, such as the classical LeNet-5 model [11], 
which is mainly applied in handwritten character recognition, image classification and other relatively simple 
computer vision applications. 

 

 

FIGURE 1. Basic structure of LeNet-5 

The important components of the convolutional neural network include: 
Convolutional Layer: The most important part of the structure of convolutional layer neural network is called the 

filter or the kernel. Which can convert a sub node matrix on the current layer of neural networks into a unit node 
matrix on the next layer of neural networks. The unit node matrix refers to a node matrix with a length and a width 
of 1, but the depth is not limited. 
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The forward propagation process of the filter is the process of calculating the nodes in the right unit matrix by 

the nodes in the left small matrix. Suppose that the
i

zyxw ,, is used to represent the node i in the output unit node 

matrix. The filter input the weight of the node ),,( zyx ,and using ib to represent the offset term parameters for the 

output node i .Then the value of the node i  in the unit matrix is:  
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Where zyxa ,,  is the value of node ),,( zyx  in the filter, and f  is the activation function [17]. 

 

 

FIGURE 2. Structure diagram of the convolutional layer’s filter 

Several filters are applied to the input data, one input parameter is used to do many kinds of feature extraction, 
and the result of applying a filter to the image is called Feature Map [12] whose quantity is equal to the number of 
filters. If the previous input layers are convolutional layers, FM applies the filter and the filter outputs another FM, 
which means when distributing the eigenvalue of filters to the whole image, the feature will be location-independent. 
Meanwhile, multiple filters could detect different features at the same time. 

Subsample layer, which is also called pooling layer [13], is mainly used to reduce the size of the input data. 
There are many methods to realize sub-sampling which can reduce effectively the computational complexity of the 
computer. Moreover, the most common methods are maximum merging, average merging and random merging. 
Pooling layer, which often appears behind the convolutional layer, can reduce the size of the matrix very effectively. 
It can not only accelerate the calculation speed, but also prevent the over-fitting problem. The process propagating to 
before pooling is also accomplished by moving a structure similar to the filter. However, the calculation in pooling 
layer filter is not a weighted sum of nodes, but a simpler maximum or average operation. In addition to moving in 
the length and width dimensions, the filter for pooling layer also needs to move in depth dimension. The final sub-
sampling layer is usually connected to one or more fully connection layers, whose output is the final output. In 
addition, each neuron in the full connection layer will be connected to each neuron in the previous layer. 
 

 

FIGURE 3. The convolutional neural network architecture diagram of classification problem 
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The convolutional neural network is a multi-layer neural network, each layer is composed of multiple two-
dimensional planes, and each plane is composed of multiple independent neurons. Figure 4 is a conceptual 
demonstration of the convolutional neural network. The input image is convoluted with three tradable filters and 
addressable biases, and three feature maps are generated in the C1 layer after convolution. After the four pixels of 
each group of the feature map are summed, weighted and biased, we can get three feature maps of S2 layer by a 
sigmoid function [14]. These maps are then filtered to get the C3 layer. This hierarchy then produces S4 in the same 
way of S2. Finally, these pixel values are processed regularly. Then connect them into a vector and input the vector 
to the traditional neural network to get the output. That is to say, the complex data is removed and the simple data 
that can be extracted is left behind. The middle part of the convolutional neural network is the part that is really 
completing the convolution work. This part is composed of two parts, one is the feature-extracting [15] layer, and 
the other is the feature-mapping [16] layer. Layer C is the feature-extracting layer, the input of each neuron is 
connected with the local sensing region of the previous layer, then extract the local characteristics. The layer S is the 
feature-mapping layer. Each computing layer of the network is composed of multiple feature maps. Each feature is 
mapped into a plane on which all neurons have equal weights. The feature mapping structure uses the influence 
function and the small sigmoid function as the activation function of the convolutional neural network, which makes 
the feature mapping have unique invariance. The number of network free parameters is reduced and the complexity 
of network parameter selection is reduced because of the neuron sharing weights on the same surface. A 
computational layer called S-layer which is used to calculate local average and secondary extraction, following each 
feature extraction layer in the convolutional neural network. This unique two-step featured extraction structured to 
enable the network to identify the input samples with higher tolerance to distortion. This ability is one of the reasons 
why multi-layer convolutional neural network is easy to use. 
 

 

FIGURE 4. A simplified model of the convolutional neural network 

The Advantages of Convolutional Neural Network 

Conventional neural networks do not adapt well to all images. 
The three-dimensional structure of a network capacity: Convolutional neural networks have great advantages. 

For inputs which contain a large number of pictures, it limits the structure in a more rational way. Each layer of the 
convolutional neural network converts the three-dimensional input into a three-dimensional output value. When the 
image is recognized, the input layer retains all the details of the image, two dimensions of the three-dimensional 
vector diagram represent the original width and height of the image, and depth represents the color of image. 

CNN is mainly used to identify displacement, scaling and other forms of distortion invariant [18] two-
dimensional graphics. Since the feature detection layer of CNN learns through training data, explicit feature 
extraction is avoided when using it, and learning is implicitly performed from the training data.Secondly,on account 
of the same neuron weights on the same feature map, the network can learn in parallel. Because of the special 
structure of local weight sharing, convolutional neural network has unique advantages in speech recognition and 
image processing. Its layout is closer to the actual biological neural network [19]. Weight sharing reduces the 
complexity of network and the complexity of data reconstruction in feature extraction and classification is avoided. 

Convolutional neural networks have the following advantages over general neural networks in image processing: 
1)The input image and topology of the network can be better matched. 
2)Feature extraction and pattern classification are performed at the same time and simultaneously in training. 
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3)Weight sharing can reduce the training parameters of the network, making the neural network structure simpler 
and more adaptable. 

SUMMARY 

This article briefly introduces the development history of convolutional neural networks and the advantages of 
conventional neural networks. The structure of the convolutional neural network is highlighted.  Convolutional 
neural network has become a research hotspot in the field of speech analysis and image recognition. Its weight-
sharing network structure makes itself more similar to biological neural networks, which reduces the complexity of 
the network model and reducing the number of weights. This advantage of the convolutional neural network is more 
pronounced when the input of the network is a multi-dimensional image, so that the image can be directly used as 
the input of the network, avoiding the complicated feature extraction and data reconstruction process in the 
traditional recognition algorithm. 
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